
To assess the distortion suffered, we compared how

the final signal (DA – differentially amplified) degraded

when compared to the baseline (BL) when the system

was not drilling. The loopback signal served its

purpose as a no-system reference.

The added noise and distortion of the stimulation

signal seem to be well within the values tolerance that

make the technique usable for all rotation speeds.

Spurious peaks have been observed of ~15µA

amplitude. 4krpm and 10krpm seem the two preferred

options since it introduced less harmonics or provided

(and make more sense due to torque/∆T constraints).
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Figure 1: (i) System diagram, (ii) close up of Stimbur brush and (iii) whole system setup

Figure 2: Block diagrams of the complete experiment (DA) along with system calibration signals   

Figure 4: SNR results and minimum exigible SNR to consider signal valid
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In previous stages of the HearRestore project [1] we

have shown that neuromonitoring could enable FN

preservation during minimally invasive cochlear

implantation.

In advancing towards a system that provides and

integrated neuromonitoring approach where drilling

and measuring are performed simultaneously, we

needed to quantify how the stimulation signals were

going to be distorted while drilling, that is, how much

the electronic/mechanical interference or noise

generated while drilling would corrupt the

measurements and if they would render unusable.

To this aim, we analyzed the distortion suffered by the

stimulation composed of a sinusoid at 1KHz and 2

short pulses at a distance of 100ms and all tests have

been performed at 3 motor rotation speeds: 4krpm,

10krpm and 30krpm.
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Figure 4: Frequency analysis of the two segments of data while drilling (silence and sinusoidal)


